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This great Childrens Islamic Book contains a brief history of various Prophets in simple language,

without going into specific details which can be read in other works as one grows up.Prophets

discussed include:AdamIdrisNuh

(Noah)HudSalihIbrahimShuaybIsmailYusufAyyubYunusMusaDawudSulayman andZakariya

(alaihimussalaam)After every story the following is included: 1.) Beneficial lessons, 2.) Questions

suited for childrenIn essence the history of 15 Ambiyaa (Alayhimus Salaam) are elucidated so that

children may understand the reasons for sending them and the importance of their message. Books

like these are a welcome fountain to quench the thirst in muslim children to know the truth about the

Prophets and why Allah sent them.
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The writing is simple but not necessarily very good, and I didn't feel it was always appropriate for

younger children. If you want a story from an Islamic Perspective, this is off. It mixes stories and

takes from the Judeo/Christian tradition and mixes it with Islam. While the stories overlap there are

some important differences, like in Islam we don't believe Eve was a temptress who convinced



Adam to eat from the tree. They were both equally culpable and the "blame" is not put on Eve. In

addition, we don't believe in the idea of Original Sin, and the idea that women bear childbirth and

menstruation as a punishment for tempting Adam.Unfortunately, I found a few other areas that don't

coincide with the Islamic tradition, and didn't feel like it was something I wanted to read to my

children any further. I'm open to reading things from a different perspective for myself and have read

from the Biblical tradition, but the writing isn't great or that engaging to continue any further. I

wouldn't recommend it for children so as not to confuse them.

This is very helpful and helpful and again and again. The only thing that i'm sad with that WHERE IS

THE STORY about Mummhumed (S.A.W.)? Here is a Question: how many wifesdid Mummhumed

had? No answer?Here are 5 things I LOVE about this book.1.Helping learn the people and is the

perfect number of pages.2.It gives me some information about the Kabba!! (For test)3.To much

greatness of questions to my mom. (Love that)4.telling me about people who I don't even know.

(Thats good)5.Masha Allah, Amazing facts and feel I'm in the book. (Well, I'mKind of in the book as

my name is Mariam (Mar e um) andMariam is Isa (Jesus) (A.S) Mother known as Mary.I have three

favorite authors. I love this author and thank you.

Did not like the way it way it written and there where no reference of where the author got info from.

Good written stories for kids. Introduction to various prophets with timeline of events. I recommend

that all kids of all sects and religions should read these stories.

It is great book. Something I was looking for my 10 y/o son. He likes reading a story at bedtime. I

wanted him to know more Islamic history.
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